ArcGIS Pro 2.7 Issues Addressed
Each major, minor, and patch release of ArcGIS Pro includes fixes for bugs that were reported to Esri Technical
Support. The bugs that were fixed in ArcGIS Pro 2.7 are listed in the table below.
More information about an issue on the list can be found by searching for the BUG number on the Technical
Support site.
ArcGIS Pro 2.7 also includes extensive new functionality, which is described in the what's new topic.

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.7.7
ArcGIS Pro 2.7.7 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.7.0, 2.7.1, 2.7.2, 2.7.3, 2.7.4,
2.7.5, and 2.7.6.
Issue
BUG-000140314

Description

BUG-000147765

Realigning an existing centerline fails and returns the error message, "Error: Underlying
DBMS error [[Microsoft][ODBC Driver 17 FOR sql Server][SQL Server] Conversion failed
when converting from a character string to uniqueidentifier.]
[ENGINEERING_STA_NETWORK]."
Certification of Microsoft ODBC Driver 18 for SQL Server connections.

BUG-000148577

The slope result between the Planar and Geodesic options in ArcGIS Pro is incorrect.

BUG-000148667

Certain feature services or map services from ArcGIS Server 11.0 cause ArcGIS Pro to stop
responding.

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Data Interoperability 2.7.2
Data Interoperability is an optional extension that can be installed on ArcGIS Pro. ArcGIS Data Interoperability
2.7 must be installed prior to version 2.7.2. ArcGIS Data Interoperability 2.7.2 fixes the issue listed below and
includes the fixes listed under ArcGIS Data Interoperability 2.7.1.
Issue

Description

BUG-000145606

Update the ArcGIS Data Interoperability extension to take advantage of the Log4J updates.

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.7.6
ArcGIS Pro 2.7.6 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.7.0, 2.7.1, 2.7.2, 2.7.3, 2.7.4,
and 2.7.5.
Issue
BUG-000145599

Description
Remove log4j from GeoAnalytics Tools and Apache Spark in ArcGIS Pro.
Learn more about BUG-000145599
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Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.7.5
ArcGIS Pro 2.7.5 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.7.0, 2.7.1, 2.7.2, 2.7.3, and
2.7.4.
Issue

Description

BUG-000143377

When using the Move tool and Snap To Grid option is used, the z-value of the feature
being moved is set to 0. Snapping to the grid should not affect the z-value.

BUG-000143529

Error occurs when running "service area analysis" tool: Error DBMS table not found
Invalid object name 'sde.sessions_137833_5'

BUG-000143779

After posting changes to a protected default version, the map display is not correctly
refreshed.

BUG-000144420

Reconcile fails with collation conflict error when database collation is different than
instance collation.

BUG-000145187

Without reconciling and posting, attachments added in a branch version fail to open after
closing ArcGIS Pro.

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.7.4
ArcGIS Pro 2.7.4 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.7.0, 2.7.1, 2.7.2, and 2.7.3.
Issue

Description

BUG-000131570

After applying a definition query, if a custom arcade expression is used to symbolize the
layer, the feature counts in the Symbology pane does not respect the definition query.

BUG-000136981

Divide COGO lines incorrect cogo attributes for feature services.

BUG-000137081

Difference Polygon tool from Production Mapping does not honor snapping.

BUG-000137547

ArcGIS Pro crashes when client-side timeout is exceeded and stop editing cannot be
completed.

BUG-000138305

Labels are placed in the wrong areas when using the Maplex Label Engine in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000139092

ArcGIS Pro ModelBuilder fails to run when using distances as a parameter for the Multiple
Ring Buffer geoprocessing tool.

BUG-000139157

Branch Versioning lock leak occurs after Conflict Manager or Differences pane is opened.

BUG-000139546

Features are sometimes displayed as duplicated or not displayed when editing a feature
service layer.

BUG-000139856

Changing the halo symbol color resets the Text Fill Symbol properties.

BUG-000139860

Enhance enable enterprise geodatabase geoprocessing tool to support new naming
convention of autonomous Oracle cloud database service names.

BUG-000139968

Upgrade can create incorrect conditional index on GDB_Locks table.
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Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.7.3
ArcGIS Pro 2.7.3 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.7.0, 2.7.1, and 2.7.2.
Issue

Description

BUG-000136000 The Dubai font does not reflect the correct form for the Arabic word, ''دبي.
BUG-000136365 The Zoom To function in the Find Subnetworks pane is not working.
BUG-000136412 Slow performance when changing branch versions for a single layer in the ArcGIS Pro map.
BUG-000137172 Annotations are not displayed in ArcGIS Pro 2.7 if the data is projected on the fly.
BUG-000138079 Crash occurs when "Beta: Use Unicode UTF-8 for worldwide language support" is enabled.

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.7.2
ArcGIS Pro 2.7.2 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.7.0 and 2.7.1.
Issue

Description

BUG-000122514

In ArcGIS Pro, PDF documents created using ExportToPDF function creates a corrupt file
if a basemap is present in the Map Series using Python (IDLE) and the Python window
within ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000132426

The existing cache definition does not persist when publishing from ArcGIS Pro 2.6 to
ArcGIS Server.

BUG-000135154

The Spatial Join tool does not honor the processing extent of the environment settings.

BUG-000135324

Unable to create a utility network in an Azure-managed SQL Server instance.

BUG-000135542

A selection cannot be cleared using the setSelectionSet method and instead will
create a new selection with zero records.

BUG-000135994

When exporting a map in ArcGIS Pro using the Image Analyst extension with List By
Perspective and Set as Focus Image are selected, the exported file is blank.

BUG-000136397

The Apportion Polygon (Analysis) tool crashes ArcGIS Pro when processing data.

BUG-000136563

Parallel and Perpendicular constraints don't work for sketch segments.

BUG-000136770

Regression - A Page Query on a stand alone table stopped working.

BUG-000136807

Split Features GP tool crashes ArcGIS Pro 2.7 when executed in a model.

BUG-000136889

After upgrading enterprise geodatabase 10.7.1 to 10.8.1 and running the query to get
Next_RowID, the following error message is returned: Msg 8144, Level 16, State
2, Procedure DBO.i13_get_ids, Line 0 [Batch Start Line 0]
Procedure or function i13_get_ids has too many arguments specified.

BUG-000137068

Locate pane search results option to Add to Feature Class Crashes with Map Specific layer

BUG-000137089

Edit vertices tool is performing a spatial search for every vertex on the line which is
selected for the operation.

BUG-000137117

Invalid Topology error with specific parallel overlay operation only on specific machines.
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Issue

Description

BUG-000137144

Reshaping a polygon causes ArcGIS Pro to crash.

BUG-000137243

The FMV Video Multiplexer in ArcGIS Pro 2.6+ fails to calculate the frame corner
coordinates.

BUG-000137289

Parent_JOB value is removed after modifying job Description - Workflow Manager.

BUG-000137427

Copying shapes with user defined coordinate system can fail in an Oracle database when
cluster tolerance is 0.0.

BUG-000137444

Upgrade CefSharp and CEF to 86.0.241

BUG-000137542

Grids: UI incorrectly shows the visibility settings for the previously selected label
component.

BUG-000137782

Feature layer in ArcGIS Pro does not honor the definitionQuery property for existing
layers in the project if no definition query is assigned to it.

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Data Interoperability 2.7.1
Data Interoperability is an optional extension that can be installed on ArcGIS Pro. ArcGIS Data Interoperability
2.7 must be installed prior to version 2.7.1.
Issue
BUG-000136607

Description
After installing ArcGIS Pro 2.7, users are unable to start Data Interoperability Workbench.
The app hangs and returns a license error.

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.7.1
ArcGIS Pro 2.7.1 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.7.0.
Issue

Description

BUG-000135206

Aggregate Polygon is hanging for this ICGC dataset

BUG-000136364

There are missing graphics in the existing ArcGIS Pro projects after the 2.7 updates.
Exporting an existing layout as PDF in ArcGIS Pro 2.7 does not export rectangle frames.

BUG-000136608

Inserting layout text with spellcheck turned on causes ArcGIS Pro to crash on some nonEnglish operating system machines.

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.7.0
Issue

Description

BUG-000085652

Double or triple entries in Customize the Ribbon tab inside the project options.

BUG-000089776

Adding a blank line break to the beginning or end of a label expression disappears when
using the Maplex Label Engine.

BUG-000098135

Add to Display - Add using actual name and not the display name.

BUG-000098749

Question mark should not flipped for RTL Hebrew LP.
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Issue

Description

BUG-000100148

Add warning to Symbology pane when Show statistics is chosen and the data's records
exceed the maximum sample size

BUG-000101690

The Append tool should return a better error message when it fails because the GlobalID
field does not have a unique index & PreserveGlobalIds=True.

BUG-000101828

Add ability to use key numbering for all features.

BUG-000102316

ArcGIS Pro Add WMS Server Connection duplicates the request and service parameters in
the URL causing the connection to fail.

BUG-000102368

New analyzer needed for popup if it contains both text and fields.

BUG-000103631

The Layer To KML tool in ArcGIS Pro does not respect the folder and subfolder structure.

BUG-000107535

There is no way to change geocoding options, such as minimum match and minimum
candidate score, within the Interactive Rematch window in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000108431

Allow users to modify point outline for multiple symbols unique value and graduated
renderers.

BUG-000108912

When applying Unique Values symbology for a raster dataset that has a colormap, colors
are not retained or accurately matched with the values in the designated Value field if
there are nulls.

BUG-000109143

The SOAP binary response returns an invalid byte array.

BUG-000109684

PostgreSQL: CR319333: Create a Spatial Index on a Materialized View.

BUG-000110382

Geoprocessing pane favorites still shows translated tool names after language pack has
been uninstalled.

BUG-000110408

Add Locations and Calculate Locations tools do not expose the Search Query parameters in
the UI.

BUG-000111662

The text of PDF files exported from ArcGIS Pro via the Export Layout button jumbles when
edited in Adobe Acrobat Pro DC.

BUG-000112153

Linear Referencing: Issues with the Overlay Route Events tool.

BUG-000112790

I18N-RTL: Back/Forward arrows should not flip but functional wise needs to be reversed.

BUG-000113353

The ArcGIS Pro script tool validator does not respect the changes made to the script when
using the Script Editor.

BUG-000113954

Raster to DTED (0,1, 2) tool output is incorrect for -50 Degrees South.

BUG-000114612

KML created through Layer to KML tool in ArcGIS Pro does not maintain Folder tree
structure in ArcGIS Earth Layer List.

BUG-000114646

Add Join in ArcGIS Pro yields the wrong data when input as view or layer with a query.

BUG-000114846

Kmz file exported from Layer to KML geoprocessing tool in ArcGIS Pro 2.1.3 opening in
Google Earth as black boxes.

BUG-000114973

Pop-up in the map viewer does not show the information of related tables.
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Issue

Description

BUG-000115352

Black color in RGB (0,0,0) is set as (100,100,100,0) in CMYK instead of (0,0,0,100) in ArcGIS
Pro.

BUG-000115504

The ArcGIS Pro Append tool is very slow if the target feature class participates in a
relationship class with messaging enabled.

BUG-000115667

Summary Statistics tool returns the error 999999 when using 29 million features as input.

BUG-000115675

Czech language characters do not display correctly in attribute tables in ArcGIS Pro 2.2,
although the display is correct in the map.

BUG-000116163

In ArcGIS Pro when arcpy.env.AddOutputsToMap is set to False, the object fails to exist.

BUG-000116314

When employing Enable wrapping around the date line in ArcGIS Pro, the grid (graticule)
that is applied to the wrapped map does not extend across the entire data extent.

BUG-000116921

Calculating geometry when downloading a map from ArcGIS Server fails.

BUG-000117345

Attribute pane calendar control doesn't allow dates before 01.01.100.

BUG-000117383

In ArcGIS Pro, shadows for multipatch features do not render correctly at certain map
extents for specific data.

BUG-000117598

Select by attribute does not recognize Japanese characters in the attribute table.

BUG-000117716

Bulk insert/delete suggestion for apply edits optimization.

BUG-000117770

Output of a model which uses an in-line variable in the output name displays an incorrect
name when the output is added to the map displays in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000118816

An accelerator set for the Select tool does not function.

BUG-000119135

The Geoenrichment process on a file geodatabase feature class works in Business Analyst
Desktop but fails with 'Error 999999' in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000119894

Displayed values for fields HorizontalAlignment and VerticalAlignment do not
properly describe movement of text in the annotation feature class.

BUG-000120302

The Table to Excel geoprocessing tool fails when the input table is the output table from
the Make Query Table geoprocessing tool, and Use domain and subtype description is
checked.

BUG-000120578

In ArcGIS Pro, editing time in a Date field using the Date Time picker from the attribute
table reverts the date to the date of the current day (today).

BUG-000120906

The Apply Symbology From Layer and Make Feature Layer tools do not work in a model
when the input uses an inline variable.

BUG-000121056

The LAS Dataset to Raster tool returns the following error, "ERROR 000622: Failed to
execute (LAS Dataset To Raster). Parameters are not valid. ERROR 000628: Cannot set
input into parameter interpolation_type.”يwhenيInterpolation_Typeيisيsetيwhenيrunي
via ArcPy.

BUG-000121357

When using the State Plane (US feet) projection, the area value returns in Calculate
Geometry and Field Calculator are different.

BUG-000121890

Feature class wizard enhancements.
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Issue

Description

BUG-000122240

The Iterate Rasters function in an ArcGIS Pro model performs slower than the same tool in
an ArcMap model when iterating through rasters in a file geodatabase.

BUG-000122278

Layer to KML does not support a selection set on the input layer.

BUG-000122441

Error 999999 when dissolving line feature using Unsplit linesoption of Dissolve and the
input contains null geometry.

BUG-000123306

While adding dataset with feature class and dataset of the same name, only layer with
same name as dataset is added in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000123330

In ArcGIS Pro Model Builder, the Table to Table tool field map options are not preserved if
the output location is changed.

BUG-000123374

In ArcGIS Pro ModelBuilder, the Feature Class to Feature Class Field Mapping parameters
are not preserved when the input feature class is changed.

BUG-000124082

Label Visibility Scales are not honored in published Vector Tile Packages/Layers from
ArcGIS Pro 2.4.

BUG-000124136

Adding a layer file (.lyrx) from a folder in the Layer To KML tool in ArcGIS Pro 2.4 creates
no output.

BUG-000124647

The analyzer windows does not allow to register the data source while publishing a Web
Tool from an unregistered source.

BUG-000124939

The Raster Calculator tool in ArcGIS Pro returns a Signed pixel depth raster as the output
of a Con expression when one of the input is a Signed pixel depth raster and Mask is used
with the tool.

BUG-000125106

Tables: When using Enter to quickly edit a field, the cursor can move to the front of the
existing text.

BUG-000125236

The error message, ERROR 130051: Input feature class is not registered as versioned is
returned when running Calculate Geometry for area on layers containing joins.

BUG-000125406

Portal locators don't work in composite locators.

BUG-000125418

The Combine tool in ArcGIS Pro truncates the name of the input raster to 16 characters in
the attribute table of the output raster.

BUG-000125789

In ArcMap and ArcGIS Pro, the Bearing Distance To Line tool generates lines having 0
degrees instead of the specified bearings when the distance exceeds the extent of the map
near the North pole.

BUG-000125850

CoordinateSystemsControl does not honor vertical coordinate system settings if a different
XY coordinate system is selected after selecting a vertical coordinate system.

BUG-000126050

Unable to create new feature class when map is set to ICS.

BUG-000126299

The geoprocessing service task is not updating when republishing a geoprocessing service
if it uses the same name as the previous services.

BUG-000126516

In ArcGIS Pro, the Create Vector Tile Package tool does not honor the
'ArcGIS_Online_Bing_Maps_Google_Maps' scale level in the Tiling Schemes folder.

BUG-000126520

Subtypes are dropped after running the Sort geoprocessing tool in ArcGIS Pro.
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Issue

Description

BUG-000126840

When layers are added to a map by the ApplySymbologyFromLayer tool in a model, an
extra string '_Layer' followed by an arbitrary digit is appended to the layer name.

BUG-000127114

In ArcGIS Pro 2.4.2, the Apply Symbology From Layer tool output does not add to display in
Table of Content when using the Make Feature Layer tool as the input.

BUG-000127424

U.S. address 1 Blue Slip, Brooklyn, NY 11222 returns the wrong location in world geocoding
service.

BUG-000127458

Delineate TIN Data Area does not display the expected output in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000127545

Offset X and Offset Y of certain line features not honored by legend patches in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000127564

Calculate Field fails if the Calculation attribute rule is enabled and the Enable Undo option
is disabled.

BUG-000127773

Saving and Closing a Georeferencing section causes shifts.

BUG-000127787

Python backstage incorrectly shows `Cannot modify the default Python environment` if
you do this.

BUG-000127899

SunShadowFrequency: Start Time parameter shows Error 050153 when only date is
specified.

BUG-000128146

Implement IArchivableObject so that the Layer Properties window in ArcGIS Pro
displays archiving info correctly.

BUG-000128312

In ArcGIS Pro, closing the Rematch Addresses pane does not terminate the candidate
information from the map view.

BUG-000128558

In Drone2Map for ArcGIS, the volume calculation results show the area but changing the
unit does not dynamically change the area. However, the unit next to the area changes.

BUG-000128811

The Copy geoprocessing tool in ArcGIS Pro fails with the error "DBMS table not found
[ORA-04043: object does not exist".

BUG-000128848

In ArcGIS Pro, an ASCII raster is not recognized if the header is in upper case.

BUG-000128978

Multiple clicks required to make the domains drop-down appear when connected to an
enterprise geodatabase in ArcGIS Pro 2.5.

BUG-000128980

Using a geographic coordinate system in a local 3D scene for a specific dataset causes
severe geometry issues.

BUG-000129141

The‘يModelيBuilder’يtitleيandيiteratorيtoolsيareيnotيlocalizedيinيArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000129157

When KML layers are turned on and off in a layout in ArcGIS Pro from the Contents pane,
the map frame does not update which KML layers are displayed.

BUG-000129163

In ArcGIS Pro 2.5 LAS dataset points disappear when zoomed in.

BUG-000129196

The Directional Distribution (Standard Deviational Ellipse) tool does not honor the 'Output
has Z value - Disabled' ENV setting.

BUG-000129335

Error 999999 is returned, when the Multipatch feature class is used for Input Features in
the Update Feature Z tool in ArcGIS Pro and ArcMap.
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Issue

Description

BUG-000129416

Create Feature Class does not create output when model is run as tool; Enable Editor
Tracking gives error "ERROR 000110: does not exist".

BUG-000129457

Small shift in the location of the Measure icon when creating new events in Roads and
Highways Event Editor.

BUG-000129537

Preserve SQLite does not work in the ArcGIS Pro 2.5 Consolidate Project tool.

BUG-000129589

When working with Stereo Imagery in ArcGIS Pro, the screen turns black when Hardware
Anti-Aliasing is turned on.

BUG-000129607

Tables: Return better results when filtering with fields from the right side of a M:M join.

BUG-000129835

DE File parameters in a GP tool that have no filter do not show all file types in the input
browser

BUG-000129991

Duplicate and looping requests are generated when creating new related features in a
feature service using ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000130073

Layout view does not honor dimension feature class angles in ArcGIS Pro 2.5.

BUG-000130127

[Data-specific] ArcGIS Pro 2.5 Cannot Convert Attached Excel Sheet with 'Excel to Table';
Multiple Runtime Errors Returned.

BUG-000130138

The World Geocoder returns a suggestion for an administrative place-name that cannot be
found by the findAddressCandidate request that uses the suggestion, if a search
extent is used that intersects the administrative place-name extent, but does not contain
the point location associated with the magicKey.

BUG-000130158

Era is not displayed correctly when displaying Date attribute in layout with map series
attribute of dynamic text.

BUG-000130166

The Field Calculator expression and code block fields are blank when input includes inline
variables in ModelBuilder.

BUG-000130190

Uploading a service definition from ArcGIS Pro 2.5 (French Version) returns the following
error message, "ERROR 000732: Server: the HOSTING_SERVER dataset does
not exist or is not supported" .
"arcpy.UploadServiceDefinition_server" function used with the
"HOSTING_SERVER" parameter in the "in_server" parameter:
UploadServiceDefinition_server(in_sd_file, in_server,
{in_service_name}, {in_cluster}, {in_folder_type}, {in_folder},
{in_startupType}, {in_override}, {in_my_contents}, {in_public},
{in_organization}, {in_groups})

BUG-000130321

0s are cut off from home numbers in Esri World geocoder.

BUG-000130332

The Make Feature Layer tool fails with Error:000732 if it is used with a hosted feature
service that contains spaces in the layer name.

BUG-000130397

Layer output names do not honor the Inline variable when ModelBuilder Iterator is used.

BUG-000130430

FeatureClass.search() returns the java.lang.NoSuchMethodError error when
called in Server Object Extension (SOE) built from ArcGIS Enterprise SDK.
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Issue

Description

BUG-000130488

The query is not honored when using the Tabulate Area tool in a Python script in Make
Feature Layer with an SQL query.

BUG-000130501

Reclassify (Spatial Analyst) in ArcGIS Pro 2.5 does not retain inline variable paths, and
automatically converts to an absolute path after the first run.

BUG-000130600

"Ready To Use" GP Service tools do not return results when run in ModelBuilder/Python
window after running first in the GP pane.

BUG-000130712

The 'Manage' functionality in ArcGIS Online web map edit interface is not available if the
data sources in ArcGIS Pro are changed from locally stored data to hosted feature layers
before publishing the web map.

BUG-000130742

Optimize branch versioned pagination queries when using an enterprise geodatabase in
Oracle.

BUG-000130752

ArcGIS Pro creates raster attribute table (RAT) for rasters with over 16-bit depth leading to
poor performance relative to ArcMap.

BUG-000130767

In ArcGIS Pro 2.5.1, unable to open the scene layer packages (.slpk) created in ArcGIS Pro
2.1 in Japanese language.

BUG-000130854

Field values that are less than or equal to one percent do not draw in a pie chart symbol.

BUG-000130869

Following the application of datum transformations to maps, the Explore tool in ArcGIS Pro
returns incorrect coordinates in popups.

BUG-000130892

A scene layer published in Portal for ArcGIS has corrupted data for certain multipatch
feature classes.

BUG-000130945

The Edit Raster Function (Data Management) tool does not insert the function after
running successfully.

BUG-000130962

Geometric function is not applied to a Geoeye-1 mosaic dataset when orthorectified via
the digital elevation model (DEM) while running the Add Rasters To Mosaic Dataset tool.

BUG-000130966

Measure values are slightly off in Roads and Highways Event Editor.

BUG-000130978

The extent of the features does not update properly after editing the vertices.

BUG-000131004

In ArcGIS Pro,‘يShare as web layer’يtoolيdoesيnotيallowيtoيcontrolيcapitalizationيwithيtheي
same letter configuration as the existing folder while trying to create a new Location
folder. [For 2.7]

BUG-000131014

When the Create LRS Event From Existing Dataset tool is used in a model in ArcGIS Pro and
the input variables are set as parameters, users are unable to change the values for any
inputs other than the Parent LRS Network and Event Feature class.

BUG-000131049

Data Driven Drive Times and Rings.

BUG-000131063

The Calculate Geometry Attributes tool cannot repeat the geometry property in another
field in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000131064

When the Enable Derived Measure Fields tool is used in a model in ArcGIS Pro and the
input variables are set as parameters, users are unable to change the values for any inputs
other than the LRS event feature class.
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Issue

Description

BUG-000131084

Create Map Tile Package should enable Antialiasing on mapdocument by default.

BUG-000131102

Exporting a layout to a PDF, JPEG, or PNG format does not retain the same side map scale.

BUG-000131199

Bar chart symbology based on joined fields does not display properly.

BUG-000131204

Addresses in Sweden have out of date postal codes.

BUG-000131211

Model edits are not reflected in the execution of a Python script tool referencing the
model when tool is refreshed.

BUG-000131249

The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) enabled with the DRA symbology is printed with a tiled
effect when the layout is printed from the Microsoft Print to PDF option in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000131268

When using the "Select Output Location" dialog for ArcGIS Pro tools, allow the name of a
selected folder to populate the "Name" section of the dialog.

BUG-000131291

Group templates do not correctly account for turns when points are offset from primary
line feature vertices.

BUG-000131306

The layer label options in the legend box are not honored for ArcGIS map services in the
PDFs exported from ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000131350

[Data Specific] Running the 'Spatially Constrained Multivariate Clustering' tool Against This
Feature Class Produces an Out of Memory Error Regardless of Installed RAM.

BUG-000131426

Editing values for a graduated color symbology with ArcGIS Pro 2.5.1 on a French operating
system (OS) does not honor the operating system (OS) decimal separator in the Windows
Regional Settings.

BUG-000131452

Refresh version does not pick edits made to attribute table.

BUG-000131460

The compressed file geodatabases with attribute indexes do not display accurate data with
a definition query.

BUG-000131493

Anti-aliasing Mode and Text Anti-aliasingيpropertiesيdon’tيgoيthroughيtheيwebيtileيlayerي
when cached locally in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000131542

When publishing a web layer from ArcGIS Pro, the only Server option to choose within the
"Server and Folder" section is the current hosting server and not other federated servers.
[For 2.7]

BUG-000131613

When GetCount is run from stand-alone script after ConvertLabelsToAnno on a layer
whoseيnameيisيdifferentيthanيitsيsourceيFC,يtheيlayer’sيDQيis not honored.

BUG-000131617

Unable to create a mobile map package in ArcGIS Pro, when the map contains layers from
different feature datasets in the same file geodatabase and one of the feature datasets
participates in topology.

BUG-000131625

The raster resolution reduces when converting a map to a scene, causing symbology
issues.

BUG-000131644

Updating features in the feature layer that is joined with more than one table causes
performance issues.

BUG-000131647

Performance issue when updating an SQL Server geodatabase versioned view in ArcGIS
10.8, when compared to ArcGIS 10.3.
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Issue

Description

BUG-000131686

In ArcGIS Pro 2.5.1, Category Parameterيin‘يGeocodeيAddress’يtoolيisيdisplayedيIncorrectlyي
in the Japanese version.

BUG-000131715

When using the classify symbology, select 'More > Reverse Order' is not honored.

BUG-000131827

ArcGIS Pro reaches out to s3.amazonaws.com when more than 100 rasters are added to
mosaic dataset.

BUG-000131835

Writing to a CSV file using the 'w' class in a Python script results in an incorrect data type
for the last field when opened in ArcMap 10.8 and ArcGIS Pro 2.5.1.

BUG-000131848

Legends using dashed and solid lines are not displayed correctly in ArcGIS Pro as the
arrangement between the solid strokes and the shape marker in the layout differs from
the arrangement in the map.

BUG-000131916

Identifying on photo point in orthomapping workspace shows an incorrect DateTaken as
1/1/0001 12:00:00 AM.

BUG-000131940

Make Grids And Graticules Layer GP tool is failing with ERROR 000824: The tool is not
licensed for AO11.

BUG-000131941

The area reported by the Zonal Statistics as Table tool uses the cell size of the zone raster
instead of the environment Cell Size.

BUG-000131960

The getDefinition() method fails in ArcGIS Pro if the layout is imported from ArcMap
with the Marker annotation.

BUG-000131961

Bar chart: Y-axis bounds not correct when using date field.

BUG-000132005

The Create Map Tile Package tool does not honor the specified extent when the extent is
set to Current Display Extent.

BUG-000132010

RF - weird error message for raster input.

BUG-000132025

The symbol scale for line and polygon is not synchronized with a legend in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000132095

Without Selecting Features, "Select Layer By Location" fails with "ERROR 999999:
Something unexpected caused the tool to fail.".

BUG-000132170

Two Calculate Geometry Attribute tools connected one after the other in the same model
cause ArcGIS Pro to crash.

BUG-000132184

When running the 'Append Routes' tool (location referencing) in Python fails, and returns
the following error message, "Field 'Name' has wrong type."

BUG-000132212

Orthomapping fails when the comma is set to decimal separator in Windows.

BUG-000132247

Publishing locator to Enterprise/Portal (federated server) is not possible in Python.

BUG-000132251

Arcpy.management.CopyFeatures fails when the input is a feature class with a join with a
KEEP_COMMON join type.

BUG-000132286

Data-specific map frames in an ArcGIS Pro project utilized in a map series do not update
their extents correctly.

BUG-000132295

Delete Rows tool deletes only exactly 500,000 records in a large shapefile, then fails with
Error 999999.
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BUG-000132299

Extract Multivalues to Points uses wrong default extent.

BUG-000132319

Received warning when displaying symbology of a raster layer as a vector field using a
custom symbology with a manual class interval break in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000132397

A custom Z Max value for a feature class is not honored and is reverted back to the default
value, 900719925479.099, when creating a feature class in ArcGIS Pro 2.6.

BUG-000132426

Check for orphaned cache while publishing to standalone server.

BUG-000132428

Map name is not updated when overwriting a map service in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000132487

When entering values manually in double precision fields in ArcGIS Pro, the values beyond
eight decimal places are lost.

BUG-000132522

Build overview on a mosaik dataset makes a request to s3.amazonaws.com, which is a
security problem.

BUG-000132530

Add Join does not respect more then 200 joined records per feature in a One to Many join.

BUG-000132570

In ArcGIS Pro, the definition query on a layer with 'is equal to' or 'less than or equal to' is
not respected for any decimal values less than one.

BUG-000132585

ArcGIS Pro crashes when running Import S-100 Cell with 1000MB+ ENC file.

BUG-000132635

PostgreSQL: PostgreSQL server fails and kills the connection when geometry column has
mix entities.

BUG-000132641

Setting a Ground Control Point when georeferencing an image is not accepted if Add
Control Points is clicked once.

BUG-000132649

When using the pie chart symbology with the sum of selected fields for size type, the
operation fails if an enterprise geodatabase feature class contains a join.

BUG-000132671

Splitting features creates extra features with null geometry.

BUG-000132678

Creating a feature dataset is grayed out in the context menu when using a ArcGIS Pro Basic
license.

BUG-000132682

In an ArcGIS Pro project, renaming a feature class within a feature dataset changes the
source of the layers.

BUG-000132695

Layout titles are truncated at periods in PDF name when exported to PDF (e.g., layout
named Figure 4-3. Nevada DWR Groundwater basins in the Vicinity of the Study Area is
exported as Figure 4-3.pdf).

BUG-000132706

Inserting a TIFF into a report or layout results in incorrect behavior on export.

BUG-000132712

Spellcheck Proofing Language - "Match Microsoft Windows" works in English and not it
Czech.

BUG-000132715

Copy/Paste fails when taken from a geoprocessing tool parameter.

BUG-000132744

The min() Arcade function is listed when selecting the date filter for the expression in the
Calculate Field geoprocessing tool in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000132751

Optimize SQL statements for branch versioned queries when using an enterprise
geodatabase in Oracle.
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BUG-000132752

Poor Scene performance when using large datasets while not using available machine
resources.

BUG-000132789

LAS Pyramid: Reduce temp disk cache size and process time during build for very large
datasets.

BUG-000132794

In ArcGIS Pro 2.6, renaming a FC in a FDS changes the layers' FC name, alias, and Geometry
type of all other FCs in the FDS to the renamed FC.

BUG-000132799

REGRESSION: Export multiple PDFs no longer displaying progress as it does with 2.5.

BUG-000132812

Clipped contours are not shareable.

BUG-000132813

Geoid Height only accepts integers.

BUG-000132814

[Drone2Map for ArcGIS] I18N-HCS: Untranslated strings "Property" and "Value" in
Elevation Profile panel.

BUG-000132815

Missing scrollbar from Mensuration pane.

BUG-000132816

Can run processing without repathing images.

BUG-000132817

[Drone2Map for ArcGIS] I18N-HCS: Untranslated string Unknown in Mensuration pane.

BUG-000132818

[Drone2Map for ArcGIS] I18N-HCS: Untranslated string in Region, Select and Operations
ToolTips in Edit ribbon.

BUG-000132819

[Drone2Map for ArcGIS] I18N-HCS: Untranslated "Click the Edit button to enable this
command" string in Create Features and Modify Features ToolTips.

BUG-000132820

[Drone2Map for ArcGIS] I18N-HCS: Untranslated string "Meter" in Options dialog.

BUG-000132821

Processing Report stays open when switching projects.

BUG-000132822

Processing templates created in 2.1 or lower not working correctly in 2.2 or later.

BUG-000132825

ArcGIS Pro Map LR tools don't work after layer's broken data source is repaired.

BUG-000132836

Most tools are missing in GP tools search control in JA/zh-CN/zh-TW language packs.
Popular Geoprocessing Tools shows an empty list under Customize the Ribbon option in
the Japanese environment in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000132865

FAA 18B Reviewer Batch job contains duplicate checks for some feature classes handled by
the Airspace.rbj. Only Airfield feature dataset items should be included in
Airfield.rbj.

BUG-000132867

When exporting in parallel view, the resulting image is a lot more zoomed than the setting,
but when switch to export in perspective view, the image size same as setting.

BUG-000132873

Deep Learning: Train Deep Learning tool needs to support KITTI_Rectangles
MetadataFormat.

BUG-000132877

In the documentation for the ImportDocument method, please update the
reuse_existing_maps parameter explanation.

BUG-000132887

The electric subnet lines and electric lines do not overlap when the UN is in a GCS.
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BUG-000132892

The web map tile service (WMTS) layer is not displayed when changing the image format
from PNG to JPEG in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000132894

Custom expressions do not display in ArcGIS Pro 2.6 pop-ups if the 'Use the layer's visible
fields' option is checked.

BUG-000132938

FAA 18B Reviewer Batch Jobs should use Overlap checks instead of Intersect checks.

BUG-000132952

Viewshed 2 produces incorrect results when more than 8 observer points exist.

BUG-000132956

The Maximum Likelihood classifier generates a poorly classified raster in ArcGIS Pro 2.6.

BUG-000132961

Can't reopen the Python window if it was closed while in an infinite loop.

BUG-000132968

FAA 13A OIS tool needs to be updated to Engineering Brief 99A.

BUG-000132979

When a service is published, ArcGIS Server 10.8.1 mixes up feature classes with the same
name from two different schemas.

BUG-000132982

Geocoding fails when the input features are multi-part line segments.

BUG-000133004

Airfield.rbj, MarkingLine group has a check titled, 'Invalid Geometry on MarkingArea',
which should be 'Invalid Geometry on MarkingLine'.

BUG-000133008

Using the "Only show features visible in the map extent" on a raster with a value that
displays "all other values" omits that value it from the legend in ArcGIS Pro 2.6.

BUG-000133011

Solution for "003049: The account logged into portal is not licensed with the ArcGIS Utility
Network user type extension." should include reference to ArcGIS platform compatibility
for a utility network

BUG-000133015

Specifying output coordinates in an environment settings to other than 'Same as Input'
produces incorrectly rounded of resolution and tolerance values for ArcMap and ArcGIS
Pro geoprocessing tools.

BUG-000133020

A valid pixel cache location shows up as a broken path when viewed in the Repair Mosaic
Dataset Paths tool.

BUG-000133021

When the storage location for a Pixel Cache is changed in the Add Rasters To Mosaic
Dataset tool, the path location given by Repair Mosaic Dataset Paths still points to the
temp folder in the user profile.

BUG-000133052

Building Scene Layer Partial update.

BUG-000133058

Fix Airfield.rbj - RunwayArrestingArea does Not Overlap Runway - remove the Not
operator and change the Title of the check.

BUG-000133072

The import AIXM/Derive Airspace Geometry functionality should identify data issues to
avoid processing failure.-ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000133102

"Display links on map" button will crash ArcGIS Pro 2.6 if Map and Feature Class have
different projections.

BUG-000133105

"Generate Routes" tool from the Location Referencing toolbox returns Error 999999 when
used on an LRS Network dataset in ArcGIS Pro versions after 2.4.3.
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BUG-000133128

ArcGIS Pro 2.6 crashes when the Field Mapping parameter is added from the Create
Locator tool.

BUG-000133129

SQL functions using the ST_Geometry type fail on Oracle Solaris 5.11 11.4 OS - Oracle 19c
Database - versions 10.8 and 10.8.1 Enterprise Geodatabase environments with the
following error message, "ORA-06520: PL/SQL: Error loading external library."

BUG-000133148

In the documentation for Feature Level Masking in ArcGIS Pro, please add some
information on which order the feature classes must be to make the Many-To-Many
Relationship Class.

BUG-000133153

ArcSDESQLExecute - replace SE_connection_create with
SE_connection_create_extendedW to support extended connection string
properties.

BUG-000133165

The duplicate field returns zero values when the Spatial Join tool is run for the second
time.

BUG-000133166

Map frames in an ArcGIS Pro 2.6 map series project do not maintain the correct extents
when exported to layouts.

BUG-000133184

Generate Drive Time Trade Areas in ArcGIS Pro 2.6 errors when Driving Time distance is
greater than 300 mins and Distance is greater than 1000 Miles.

BUG-000133187

Using Table to Table in ModelBuilder with an OLE DB Connection input table creates only
ObjectID field in output.

BUG-000133193

Reassign Route operation to split a route without recalibrating downstream assigns
incorrect measure values to the output routes.

BUG-000133211

The functionality of the 'Make Selected Visible' button was not communicated properly in
Esri help documentation.

BUG-000133252

The ArcGIS Pro metadata editor doesn't update the metadata to include the identifier of
the metadata style used when editing an item's metadata.

BUG-000133266

FMV Video Multiplexer does not return correct video metadata output when the region
format settings are English (Denmark).

BUG-000133298

ArcGIS Pro 2.6 crashes when adding a pan-sharpened national imagery transmission
format (NITF) while in the focus view of a panchromatic NITF layer.

BUG-000133316

Reassign that splits a route followed by recalibration violates 'Stay Put' event behavior.

BUG-000133327

CustomizeOIS, custom JSON files created with the Turkish region settings in Windows do
not work properly in the obstruction identification surfaces (OIS) tool.

BUG-000133334

The "Create the Indoors Network" documentation page misleads users to assume the Thin
Indoor Pathways tool still creates the final Network Dataset.

BUG-000133350

Attributes with values equal or less than 1% are not displayed properly when the Pie Chart
symbology is assigned.

BUG-000133395

Python window_ using Send to Python window of Calculate Field History item with code
clock generates syntax that fails with "SyntaxError: EOL while scanning string literal"
cause it's split over 2 lines.
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BUG-000133440

Locate Route and Measures tool button fails to dock permanently on the Quick Access
Toolbar in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000133458

Output Products from ArcGIS Drone2Map 2.2 are located roughly 30,000 meters from the
photo points and flight lines when GCPs in a planar coordinated system are used.

BUG-000133459

Append tool with target in a geometric network causes ArcGIS Pro to crash.

BUG-000133472

Editing DWG in AutoCAD Civil 3D, saving edits, and zooming to data in ArcGIS Pro shifts the
position of the data.

BUG-000133474

ALIGN: Anchor Points are being created where Links should be.

BUG-000133483

The Copy Lines To tool fails when the target line feature class has more fields than the
source feature class.

BUG-000133528

Encounter 'Invalid Query' warning when verifying the SQL Query- RunwayEnd - Noncritical check in the FAA18B Airfield.rbj.

BUG-000133531

Voxels generated from the Table to NetCDF tool draw incorrectly when the RD New
coordinate system is used.

BUG-000133538

After updating to version 1.8.2 of the ArcGIS API for Python, Notebooks display incorrectly
in ArcGIS Pro 2.6.1 partly off-screen.

BUG-000133540

Joining ArcGIS Online feature layers in ArcGIS Pro produces layers that follow the test
feature class name (a number) instead of the name of the service, returning the error
message, "The Field name must not start with a number."

BUG-000133541

Unable to create an empty checkout replica using a definition query.

BUG-000133580

After grouping a text box in the map frame of a layout view, the X/Y interval values can
only be edited once.

BUG-000133594

Entities or relationships in link charts crash in ArcGIS Pro 2.6.1.

BUG-000133596

ArcGIS Drone2Map Japanese Language pack 2.0 is installed even after downloading the
ArcGIS Drone2Map Japanese Language pack 2.2 from My Esri.

BUG-000133635

Slow performance when using the Merge tool to edit more than 100 values in unique
symbology in ArcGIS Pro 2.6.

BUG-000133636

Related Reports fail to export data if the relate is built GlobalID to Guid.

BUG-000133664

- The 'Table To Domain' GP Tool in ArcGIS Pro will Crash the Client if the 'Input Table'
Parameter is a Feature Service URL when the Tool is Run.

BUG-000133703

ArcGIS Pro 2.6.1 'Display XY Data' fails when field names have non-Latin characters.

BUG-000133709

ArcGIS Pro does not validate complex SQL queries while the underlying database
management system (DBMS) does.

BUG-000133718

Feature Classes set as Extended Property Tables in a Workflow Manager (Classic) do not
appear in the "Extended Properties Tab" of the Job View in ArcGIS Pro 2.6.1.

BUG-000133719

Error 999999 when using the Classify Raster tool in ArcGIS Pro 2.6, after upgrading from
ArcGIS Pro 2.5.
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BUG-000133721

In ArcGIS Pro, removing built-in tabs under the Customize the Ribbon options after
importing a customization file, causes all tabs to disappear.

BUG-000133729

TextElement.elementHeight crashes as web tool on 10.8.1 standalone server with
web adaptor.

BUG-000133730

ArcGIS Pro cannot add a connection to a portal that is configured with a SAML Identity
Provider that has multi factor authentication (one-time password).

BUG-000133732

When loading TXT or CSV files in ArcGIS Pro, numeric values having three decimal places
are not correctly interpreted. Numeric values with fewer or more decimal places are
correctly interpreted.

BUG-000133746

Roll back unregister as branch versioned when a failure occurs.

BUG-000133748

Unable to find Toolboxes with the 'Analyze Tools For Pro' tool when using the Browse
Folder function in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000133803

Locator Properties - Crash with custom Locator and German Language Settings.

BUG-000133804

Null records from the joined CSV table change to '0' when exported from ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000133821

Error 500: error in handling operation validateNewTopology if ArcGIS Server 10.8
Utility Network Update Subnetwork Patch is installed.

BUG-000133832

Disable adjust altitude if the user has control points that aren't in noConv VCS.

BUG-000133833

Do not delete DM and Project Data until re-processing starts.

BUG-000133834

Import camera model does not work.

BUG-000133835

Import from hosted feature layer radio button should be disabled if no sharing portal.

BUG-000133859

ArcGIS Pro Data Reviewer Domain rule is missing "Search Goal" from pane.

BUG-000133866

Event layers and table views added from an OLE DB connection in an Untitled project
break when the project is saved.

BUG-000133870

When labeling objects using 'Label Objects for Deep Learning' of an image service, the
error message, "Labeled sample objects could not be saved for the run." is returned.

BUG-000133876

The Update By Alternate ID Fields tool does not populate edge fields in ArcGIS Pro 2.6.x.

BUG-000133910

Adding a new feature that inserts a vertex to existing feature in a service with both Utility
Network and Location Referencing System layers fails with a locks error.

BUG-000133912

Legends for tile layers from ArcGIS Server 10.7.1 and earlier don't show up in print service
outputs.

BUG-000133963

Point placement zones are not followed in order.

BUG-000133971

The 'Build Multidimensional Info' tool output is incorrect and does not create new columns
in ArcGIS Pro 2.6.

BUG-000133990

The Attribute pane in ArcGIS Pro can't tell the difference between a STRING and a CLOB,
which can cause a crash.

BUG-000133995

ArcGIS Pro project crashes upon opening.
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BUG-000134020

Fields shifted for dataset with join after change version.

BUG-000134055

"Statistics" operation response from image service Rest API has a typo.

BUG-000134058

The error message, "ERROR 999999: Something unexpected caused the tool to fail" is
returned when running the Add Rasters To Mosaic Dataset tool as part of dynamic mosaic
creation in ArcGIS Drone2Map.

BUG-000134060

Unable to run Calculate Fields or Calculate Geometry Attributes, in ArcGIS Pro 2.6.1 on
local copy (Download Map) of a feature layer when attachments are enabled.

BUG-000134080

The 'Cut Fill' tool does not work when only a 3D Analyst License is assigned for ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000134111

Empty output created using LASD on Stack Profile GP tool.

BUG-000134120

LSA : Adjustment reports failure on referenced fabric, though log file indicates
convergence.

BUG-000134125

The Documentation on adding default locators in ArcMap does not provide enough
specification on correct parameter configuration and limitations when adding a geocode
service.

BUG-000134200

XMP data incorrectly written to .p4d file with DJI RTK Drone.

BUG-000134219

Killtask.exe as called in a customAction in the ArcGIS Pro 2.6 installer is unsigned.

BUG-000134271

Value of "Date exported" is not correct in the output file

BUG-000134287

Import AIXM 5.1 Message GP tool should not convey to the user that it has successfully
succeeded when using a blank target geodatabase.

BUG-000134293

Template attributes lost on bulk updating template properties.

BUG-000134294

Table To Table tool in the Model Builder is removing the fields from an Excel table in the
Field Map section of the tool.

BUG-000134302

Import AIXM 5.1 Message GP tool does not correctly import geometry.

BUG-000134312

Documentation for Editing thematic and classified pixels missing clarification.

BUG-000134314

Project recovery saves are triggering save edits when "Save edits when saving a project" is
turned on in Editing Options.

BUG-000134341

The Calculate Geometry tool does not return Decimal Degrees when used on a feature
class using UTM for a coordinate system.

BUG-000134378

Remove upper function on GUID columns in parcel fabric queries against Oracle enterprise
geodatabases.

BUG-000134402

Simplify Polygon Crash Issue 1791.

BUG-000134430

Unable to edit graduated color values in ArcGIS Pro if the operating system language is
Swedish with 'point' as the decimal symbol.

BUG-000134473

Unable to access StreetMap Premium Custom Roads 2020 Network Dataset properties in
ArcGIS Pro.
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BUG-000134496

Reconcile Versions GP tool not honoring set parameter to continue when conflicts are
detected.

BUG-000134515

Running the Layer To KML tool in ArcGIS Pro 2.6 and above produces a 1 KB output when
the layer is a map service.

BUG-000134547

RepositoryManager shutdown hazard.

BUG-000134617

Brick textures in the Revit model are slanted when imported into ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000134624

When exporting a layout with a map containing a New Link Chart an "object reference not
set to an instance of the object" appears.

BUG-000134717

Unable to overwrite a service in a standalone ArcGIS Server from ArcGIS Pro if it is in a
folder named 'services'.

BUG-000134763

ArcGIS Pro crashes after certain ground control points (GCPs) are imported into an ortho
mapping workspace.

BUG-000134797

DEMs not added back to map when Keep on Map is selected.

BUG-000134798

DTM User Defined GSD can be set lower than ortho GSD causing processing to fail.

BUG-000134799

Mensuration results missing after applying filter.

BUG-000134800

Clip Area in shapefile format may not appear in file browser.

BUG-000134801

Folders not refreshed when importing from hosted feature layer.

BUG-000134802

Image Links Editor zooms to center of image instead of view.

BUG-000134803

Text in Description Text Boxes does not start on first line.

BUG-000134804

Semicolon in project name causes processing to fail.

BUG-000134805

Options values cannot be zero.

BUG-000134806

Processing fails if GCP have zero accuracy.

BUG-000134807

Point measurement Z unit not translated in French LP.

BUG-000134808

Setting ortho to User Defined GSD turns off DEM products.

BUG-000134809

Issues deleting products from disk.

BUG-000134810

Long incorrectly translated in French LP.

BUG-000134811

Filter by Extent on elevation profile chart does not work.

BUG-000134835

Cannot add a definition query in ArcGIS Pro, and an error message is returned, "There was
an error with the expression."

BUG-000134901

Values for wcs:coverageid needs to be a NCName type value.

BUG-000134904

In RA cluster, CRF creation is failing as all workers doesn't have access to the scratch folder.

BUG-000134907

WCS getcoverage call should take translated chars.

BUG-000134908

ClassifyObjects service tool does not utilize GPU.
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BUG-000134950

Crash occurs when reconcile is executed while the destination table is not registered as
versioned.

BUG-000134954

Reconciling multiple versions in the utility network using the Reconcile Versions tool
crashes the ArcSOC.exe instance.

BUG-000134965

Blind SQL Injection in orderBy clause.

BUG-000135031

Documentation Error in ArcGIS Pro Create Point Cloud Scene Layer Package tool for the
default values of XY Max Error(m) and Z Max Error (m).

BUG-000135041

Running the Darcy Velocity tool in ArcGIS Pro 2.6.2 crashes the client.

BUG-000135088

FAA FAR 77 tool at 2.6.2 is not using Custom JSON value for Primary Surface width.

BUG-000135097

Reconcile fails on a branch version with error "version is still in use" because the version
lock on the branch version was not released after an edit session ended in a different
ArcGIS Pro session

BUG-000135117

Updating the subnetwork on a geographic coordinate system (GCS) spatial reference utility
network fails the second time for short lines.

BUG-000135127

The directions window in ArcGIS Pro used to display the Junction name in Pro 2.5.2, but no
longer does so in Pro 2.6 or later

BUG-000135148

Extract Multi Values to Points GP tool results in -9999 (no data) in ArcGIS Pro.

BUG-000135152

In ArcGIS Pro ModelBuilder if Delete Intermediate Data is not enabled and the model runs
in Edit mode, Delete Intermediate Data becomes enabled for subsequent runs

BUG-000135227

Crash using Conflicts view after conflict on implicit reconcile (traditional versioning).

BUG-000135256

[ORACLE] Using shape.area in a definition query with pagination fails on a branch
versioned feature class.

BUG-000135314

MultipatchBuilderEx does not set the spatial reference when calling ToGeometry.

BUG-000135328

Reconcile fails on a branch version with error "A row with this OID already exists"

BUG-000135340

Preferred label names do not show up in the locator properties for StreetMap Premium
locators.

BUG-000135403

Importing an ArcMap 10.8 map document maintained from earlier versions causes ArcGIS
Pro to stop responding.

BUG-000135927

Remove redundancies when saving projects to improve performance

ENH-000091645

Please provide a means of forcing key numbers to draw regardless of the map scale and
level of data clustering/overlap.

ENH-000098015

Create an Eye Dropper tool in ArcGIS Pro.

ENH-000101112

Split: Allow for splitting of vertical 3D line segments using the Split Features tool and the
Split Line tool in ArcGIS Pro.

ENH-000103234

Add“يOnlyيdisplayيtheseيscalesيwhenيzooming”يfunctionalityيtoيArcGIS Pro.

ENH-000104393

Allows users to specify a name and displayName for parameters in ModelBuilder.
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ENH-000104514

Add SQLite field name character limits to "Defining Fields in Tables" documentation.

ENH-000113891

Provide a mechanism for GIS administrators to deploy user.config settings to their users.

ENH-000115605

Implement an option with vector tiles to allow labels with a rotation to rotate with the
map frame in ArcGIS Pro.

ENH-000116144

Provide the ability to use scroll bars in a Layout page in ArcGIS Pro.

ENH-000117152

Create example Python code within arcpy.PointGeometry() documentation for working
with Z values.

ENH-000118587

Clarify the difference between what is returned by the SHAPE@XY and
SHAPE@TRUECENTROID tokens when in a cursor on a feature layer.

ENH-000119240

New Iterate Layers tool.

ENH-000119387

Support elevation surface (image services) input to Interpolate Shape tool, the way many
other non-3danalyst tools already do.

ENH-000121619

Update the Drone2Map "Manage GCP's" documentation to explain the adjustment
behavior.

ENH-000121681

ACS variables are available in ArcGIS Pro (using Enrich Layer) but their Margin of Error
Variables are not available. The same is available in ArcMap.

ENH-000123564

Enable 'Unclassed Colors' symbology to be programmatically refreshed to update
ranges/labels.

ENH-000123878

Part Two: ENH-000123878 ArcGIS for Desktop does not recognize a large number of
CADRG/ECRG file types by default.

ENH-000123889

Navigation: Include (optional) coordinate text with Go To XY map graphics.

ENH-000123922

Update the ArcGIS World Geocoding Service for the Texas area in United States.

ENH-000124489

Tools that automatically apply the same symbology as the input (Copy Features, etc.)
should write that symbology to dataset metadata.

ENH-000124822

Please provide an ability to an admin user to edit Metadata for a web layer in ArcGIS Pro.

ENH-000125511

Assign the icons for the context menu commands for turning all layers on/off when
multiple layers are selected.

ENH-000126127

Update How Line Density works documentation to clarify neighborhood nature of output.

ENH-000126402

Support saving service definition files.

ENH-000126486

Implement the ArcGIS Pro SDK for accessing a map layer's metadata.

ENH-000126917

SDK- No way to convert Map Coordinates to Page Layout Coordinates.

ENH-000128036

Implement documentation regarding functionality for Arcade's console data function in
ArcGIS Pro.

ENH-000128400

Add the measurement type to the PointGeometry.distanceTo() ArcPy method
documentation.

ENH-000129413

Add the Enable Geodatabase tool to the Database context menu.
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ENH-000129486

Provide the ability to trace multiple traverse lines regardless of the lines COGO values
when tracing existing parcel lines in ArcGIS Pro.

ENH-000129496

REPLICATION: Add register existing data option to Create Replica GP tool.

ENH-000129692

Update the "Temporal data in separate tables" documentation to state specifically what
storage format the data needs to be in for the Add Join tool to work.

ENH-000129873

Editing requests being made to feature services should be batched to improve
performance.

ENH-000130023

[IGN][ENH] - Maplex - Prioritize straighter sections of unladdered contours.

ENH-000130083

Add additional leader line anchor point for 'Inside the Boundary'.

ENH-000130506

Please update the documentation for the BA Generate Desire Lines tool to give the eligible
distance_type values.

ENH-000130516

CR338946 - Add Definition tab to properties page for views.

ENH-000130847

ANNO - Alignment set to center when it should be left or right for anno outside of
polygons.

ENH-000131038

The tool dialogue for the Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) tool within this
tutorial is very different from what is shown for the tool in ArcGIS Pro 2.5.1.
https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/analytics/case-studies/fair-lending-3-pro-workflow.htm.

ENH-000131094

Update the 'Keep your locator up to date' document to include path to the server
directory.

ENH-000131308

Add raster layers contained in Map Services to a Map in ArcGIS Pro as an individual layer
using the layer ID REST URL for the service.

ENH-000131321

Add option to Write GeoTiff Tags to ArcPy's Layout.exportToTiff method in ArcGIS
Pro.

ENH-000131486

FEATURE: Read "Structural" information for walls as attributes.

ENH-000131487

FEATURE: Read the Attributes for the Materials and Finishes table (Walls & Floors).

ENH-000131572

Add a linked section in core DBMS system requirements documentation to
requirements/limitation for databases in the cloud.

ENH-000131738

Add a scroll bar to the Evaluate Sites wizard's step 2 in ArcGIS Pro.

ENH-000131883

Allow the use of the autosave feature in ArcGIS Notebooks.

ENH-000131928

Add information to the help page for the Generate Points From Business Listings that if
there are selected features on the layer used for the Input Search Features that only the
selected features will be used.

ENH-000131929

Add option to choose which output fields to return for geocoding a table.

ENH-000131996

Update the INSPIRE metadata documentation and workflows through ArcGIS Pro to be
compliant with INSPIRE validator.

ENH-000132232

The ability to allow spaces in field and table names in ArcGIS Pro.
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Issue

Description

ENH-000132328

Modify the documentation to state that OS authentication is not supported when
connecting to PostgreSQL databases in the cloud.

ENH-000132797

Do not execute a 'create table tst_tab' and 'drop table tst_tab' SQL query
when connecting as a read-only user to an Oracle Database within ArcGIS Pro.

ENH-000132827

Support and expose additional properties in the properties dialog.

ENH-000132955

Include reference to the ability to stop a Python script while running in the ArcGIS Pro
Python window.

ENH-000133197

Update to the Help documentation relating to: https://pro.arcgis.com/en/proapp/help/projects/connect-to-bim-cloud-connection.htm to include steps
that are required on the BIM 360 side.

ENH-000133401

Improve selection in Version Changes dialog.

ENH-000134554

Request to add samples code in the pro snippets for Snap_edit geoprocessing tool.

ENH-000134664

Add that the option in ArcGIS Pro's Geoprocessing Options to 'add datasets to an open
map' overrides ArcGIS Pro SDK's GPExecuteToolFlags to the documentation.

ENH-000134673

Group Template duplicate—Editing builders loses feature template until close/reopen.

ENH-000135087

CR335908 - For Database views update the properties page title bar to display as view
properties (accessed via the Project pane).

NIM088920

A bug in polar projection NIM088920.

NIM103597

Permissions are not propagated to an intermediate table of the second M: N relationship
class.
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